Here are seven things that can be found in the rain forest. To find out their names, unscramble each word and put its number next to the correct picture. Then write the unscrambled word in the blank spaces.
First look at the words naming the rain forest creatures above and on the opposite page. Then find the words hidden in the box and circle them, just as the word “wasp” has been circled.
Here are some more rain forest creatures! Look at the pictures and their names on this page and the page opposite. Then find them in the box and circle them, just as the word "ant" has been circled.
Look at the pictures and names of these rain forest residents and find them in the box. Circle them just as the word “moth” has been circled.
To solve the puzzle above you must go to the rain forest store on the opposite page. Write each rain forest treat in its proper place in the big pineapple, just as the word “coffee” has been written in.
THE YUMMY RAIN FOREST STORE

BRAZIL NUT  COFFEE  CINNAMON

PEPPER  COCOA  ORANGE  VANILLA

TAPIOCA  PINEAPPLE  SPICE
To solve this puzzle, you must complete the circle above by writing out the names of the objects pictured on this page and the next. Moving clockwise around the circle, use the last letter of each word as the first letter of the next. Then write the word next to its picture. To get you started, the first word, "round," is already filled in. The second word should begin with an "R."
To discover the names of these rain forest reptiles and amphibians, look for the number below each empty box in the special decoder alphabet below. Then put the matching letter in the empty box. For example, the letter that matches the number "5" in the decoder box is "E." Put an "E" in every empty box that has a "5" underneath.
Complete the puzzle to find out the names of these feathered friends. First look for the number below each empty box in the special decoder alphabet below. Then put the matching letter in the empty box. For example, the letter that matches the number "5" in the decoder box is "E." Put an "E" in every empty box that has a "5" underneath.
Look at the pictures and names of the animals shown above and on the opposite page. Then fill in the blanks for each word in the puzzle above, just as the word "monkey" is spelled out.
There's some awfully funny things going on in this rain forest scene! Can you find nine things wrong with this picture?
The toucan wants to come out to play, but he can’t find his eight friends: another toucan, 2 butterflies, a parrot, a bat, a hummingbird, a lizard and a snake. Can you help him?
Connect the dots from 1 to 45 to see who's hanging around!
Here's a creature who loves to eat fruit and who looks a little like a fox. Find out who he is by connecting the dots from 1 to 38.
A RAIN FOREST CANOPY STORY
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This story uses pictures in place of some words and sounds. Read about some of the creatures who live high in the rain forest canopy (and some even higher!).
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There are three friends hiding in the rain forest canopy above and on the next page. See if you can find the two on this page by connecting the dots from A to Z and then by connecting the dots from 1 to 37. The third creature will appear on the page opposite when you connect the dots from 1 to 47.
The armadillo and lizard like to watch the chimp look for termites. These two pictures look the same, but there are five things wrong with the bottom picture. Can you find them?
Here are four rows of butterflies. In each row, all of the butterflies except one are exactly the same. Can you spot the one in each row that's different?
There are so many insects living in the rain forest that some have never been seen by people. Use your imagination and see if you can create a strange bug that’s just waiting to be discovered!
Many plants in the rain forest have more than one name. To find the nicknames of the plants on this page, look for the number below each empty box in the special decoder alphabet below. Then put the matching letter in the empty box. For example, the letter that matches number "5" in the decoder box is "E." Put an "E" in every empty box that has a "5" underneath.
This Komodo dragon has come from the forest and wants to get a drink at the riverbank. Can you help him find his way?
Three pink dolphins have decided to travel out to sea to see the pink sunset. Help them get there by showing them the way through the watery maze.
Each description written above and on the opposite page has a circle next to it. Write the number of the picture that you think matches it. For example, the palm tree, 10, has the largest leaves in the world.
The loudest insect

6  PYTHON

The slowest animal

7  PYGMY PEOPLE

The largest leaves

8  GORILLA

The smallest seeds

9  MONSTER FLOWER

The smallest bird

10 PALM TREE
Some rain forest animals have extra skin that they can spread like wings to sail from tree to tree. Unscramble the five words above to discover the names of the flying animals on this page. Then fill in the blanks with the unscrambled word(s), just the way the words “sugar glider” are filled in.
To discover who's hiding in this mystery picture, color all the areas marked "1" in blue, "2" in yellow, "3" in brown and "4" in black.
Color the areas marked "1" in green, "2" in brown and "3" in black. Then turn the book sideways to solve this mystery picture.
The frog at the top of this picture wants to join his friend at the bottom. Help him by finding the path from lily pad to lily pad—but don’t hop on any lily pad more than once and don’t hop on any flowers!
ACROSS
1. A spider weaves a _______.
5. A caterpillar becomes a _______.
7. Trees and vines have _______.
10. _______ falls from the clouds onto the forest.
11. The _______ is a flying animal.
12. All the creatures love to eat the juicy _______ that grows on trees in the rain forest.
15. This tiny _______ has wings that hum.

DOWN
2. A _______ is an insect that wears a hard shell.
3. The hot _______ shines down on the forest.
4. Bees find a _______ by its smell.
6. A _______ weaves a web to catch bugs.
7. A _______ is a reptile with sharp little claws.
8. A leaf-cutter _______ works hard cutting bits of leaves for its food.
9. A _______ is a reptile with no feet!

Look at the sentences above and fill in the missing words. Then find the number of the sentence in the crossword puzzle and fill in the empty boxes with the correct word.
What a wonderful idea Paco has! He will search the rain forest for Brazil nuts and sell them to an ice cream company. Help him find the path that leads to his ice cream dream.
These insects can smell the flowers, but they're not sure which path leads to the sweet nectar. Help them find the way.
**Gecko** lived under the **leafy** canopy of the **rain forest.** Eagle lived **up** above where some of the **trees** grew taller than the **canopy.** "**Come up** past the **canopy** and **see** the **wonderful** **sun,** which is stuck on the **highest tree,**" the hungry **Eagle** called. So **up, up, up** Gecko climbed—past a **monkey,** a **snake,** a **butterfly,** a **hummingbird,** **ants** and **flowers.** Near the **top** of the **canopy,** Gecko **saw** only a **nest** in a **tree high** above the **canopy.** He **saw** that the **sun** was far away and that **Eagle** looked very hungry. "**Oh dear!**" he cried and jumped back **into** the **canopy.** Then with his sticky **feet** he stuck to the bottom of a **leaf** where **no one** could **see** him and took a quiet **nap** in his favorite place.

**pages 20-21**

**page 19:** "**flying fox,**" a kind of bat

**pages 22-23**
NOTE

This book is packed with games and puzzles featuring the plants, animals and reptiles of the rain forest. From Komodo dragons to sloths and lemurs, to orchids and monster flowers, to frogs and butterflies, this book is filled with friends to help solve these puzzles. As an added treat, you can color the pages when you're through. If you need more help, the solutions appear at the end of the book, starting on page 39.
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